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SUMMARY
The possibilities of using the vegetative resonance test for assessing the state of the broncho-pulmonary 

system in comparison with spirography have been investigated. Were examined 102 patients with COPD in the 
acute phase, who were in hospital. The control group consisted of 21 healthy volunteers. The use of step-by-
step statistical processing made it possible to single out the most significant ART EP tests for the diagnosis of 
COPD. They turned out to be organopreparations of the bronchi and lungs, morphological tests of the lungs 
and bronchi. A reliable cross-correlation was obtained between the spirography indices and the EP data of ART.
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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease remains one of the main problems of pulmonology [10, 
11, 12, 14]. Its relevance is due to its high proportion in the structure of general morbidity, disability 
and mortality [6]. According to WHO forecasts, by 2020 mortality from COPD will take the 5th place 
among all causes of mortality [13].

COPD tends to get worse during the development of the disease [14, 15, 16]. Unfortunately, when 
using the "gold" standard for COPD diagnostics - spirography and peak flowmetry - it is not always 
possible to reliably track the deterioration of the patient's condition, which does not allow adjusting 
therapy based on the results of these methods. A number of researchers [4, 9] explain this by the fact that 
the indicators of these methods depend on the volitional effort developed by the patient during forced 
expiration, which can be reduced for reasons independent of the state of the respiratory tract, especially 
in seriously ill patients. In this regard, diagnostic methods are of interest to circumvent these technical 
difficulties. As such a method, we have chosen the method of electropuncture vegetative test (EP ART) [2, 
3, 8]. Another reason for choosing this method is the lack of clear diagnostic criteria for COPD from the 
standpoint of EP ART, which complicates the implementation of the method into clinical practice. An 
analysis of the literature on the use of EP ART in pulmonology showed that the vast majority of studies 
were carried out with the aim of diagnosing and treating bronchial asthma [5].

Based on the above, we conducted a comparative study of the results of the study of patients 
with COPD by the EP ART method with the methods used in general therapeutic practice (amnestic, 
physical, functional, laboratory, radiological).

Materials and research methods
We examined 102 patients with COPD of varying severity in the acute phase, who were 

inpatient treatment. The control group consisted of 21 healthy volunteers, aged 36 to 41, non-
smokers, without allergic diseases, without a history of risk factors for COPD, chronic processes in 
the nasopharynx, broncho-pulmonary and cardiovascular systems, without radiological changes in 
the chest organs. cells.

For the diagnosis of COPD, the International Classification of Diseases X revision (ICD-10), prepared by 
WHO (Geneva 1992), definitions of the All-Russian Research Institute of Pulmonology, WHO epidemiological 
criteria, data from the International Consensus and the Federal Program for the Diagnosis and Treatment of 
COPD were used. According to international recommendations, the stages of COPD were assessed depending 
on the level of forced expiratory volume reduction in 1 second (FEV1). Stage I COPD (mild) - FEV1
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> 70% of the proper values   were established in 21 patients; Stage II (middle) - 50–69% of FEV1 - in 40 
patients; Stage III (severe) - <50% FEV1 - in 41 patients with COPD. The structure of the studied group is 
presented in table. 1.

During the study, we used: questioning, physical examination, assessed the results of a 
general blood test, chest X-ray examination, fibrobronchoscopy, EP ART.

Table 1
Genotypic and nosological characteristics of the group

The function of external respiration was investigated using a spirogroph with computer 
processing "Spirotest" (Russia), with registration of lung volumes: VC (VC) - vital capacity of the lungs, 
FVC (FVC) - forced vital capacity, FEV1 (FVC 1.0) - forced expiratory volume in the first second; speed 
indicators: PIC (PEFR)- peak expiratory flow rate, MOC25 (FEF 25%), MOC50 (FEF 50%), MOC75 (FEF 
75%) - the maximum volumetric flow rates of the curve at the points corresponding to 25%, 50%, 
75% FVC; relative indicator: the ratio of the forced expiratory volume in the first second to the vital 
capacity of the lungs (FEV1 / VC)- Tiffeneau index.

A general blood test was performed according to the standard method. Bronchoscopy was 
performed using an Olympus 1T20 fiberoptic bronchoscope. X-ray examination of the chest organs was 
performed on a Renex-Fluro digital fluorograph (Gelpik, Russia). EP VRT was performed on an IMEDIS 
apparatus (Russia) with computer processing of the results in the IMEDIS-EXPERT program. The indicators 
determined by the EP ART method are presented in table. 2.

table 2
The minimum set of ART pointers test for determining the state of the lower respiratory tract

The results obtained were subjected to statistical processing on a personal computer using the 
Statistica 6.0 program (Soft.Inc., 2001) [1]. For parameters described by normal distribution, the arithmetic 
mean (M) and standard error (m) were determined. In a pairwise comparison, the level
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the significance of the differences was assessed by the parametric Student's test for independent 
samples. The study of the strength and directionality of relationships between variables was carried 
out using the Pearson's parametric correlation coefficient (Pearson r). When determining the 
correlations between nonparametric variables, the Spearman Rank R was calculated. The reliability of 
the differences in indicators determined by parametric and nonparametric methods was considered 
confirmed at p <0.05 (at t = 2, p> 95.5), the relationship of moderate strength was stated at r = 0.5–
0.69, strong at r = 0.7-0.89). We also used multivariate factor analysis - principal component analysis 
with multivariate rotation.

Results and its discussion
Proceeding from the fact that we had to find the optimal set of tests for the diagnosis of COPD 

in EP ART, relying on the indicators used in pulmonology, we carried out a complex informational 
analysis by processing the obtained data using a statistical computer program. The process of 
searching for significant EP ART tests in the diagnosis of COPD included the following stages: input of 
clinical and instrumental, laboratory, information indicators, their transformation, analysis, 
presentation of results with their discussion. Arranging the set of studied factors according to 
homogeneity criteria into separate blocks is the first step. Based on the data obtained, a matrix was 
created that describes the blocks of anthropometric data, complaints, life history, medical history, 
objective status indicators, spirography data, laboratory, radiological indicators, fiberoptic 
bronchoscopy data, EP ART tests - a total of 77 signs for each patient. The original observation matrix 
is   not given due to its large size (123 x 77). In it, the studied signs are indicated on an ordinal scale 
(1, 2, 3, …… .77), qualitative signs are defined by codes, quantitative ones are indicated in units of 
measurement.

The analysis of the results using correlation and factor analyzes made it possible, at the second 
step, to describe the causal relationships between the data set and to reduce the original matrix to 
55 features, mainly due to a decrease in features in the block of anamnesis and ART tests. As you 
know, correlation analysis was a means of identifying dominant correlations and periodicities both in 
one process (autocorrelation) and between two processes (cross-correlation). When evaluating the 
results obtained, close correlations served as an indicator of cause-and-effect relationships, 
interactions within one process and between two processes. This publication presents the results of 
a statistical analysis of ART EP tests in comparison with spirography data.

In the group of patients with COPD, a significant cross-correlation of the volumetric parameters of spirography with the integrative parameters of EP ART was obtained. Namely, the relationship was registered 

between FEV1 and OBI (r = 0.67; p = 0.0023); FEV1 and RA (r = 0.64; p = 0.036), FVC and OBI (r = -0.58; p = 0.034), FVC and adaptation reserves (RA) with (r = 0.54; p = 0, 0037). As you know, these indicators of spirography are 

able to reflect both the state of the bronchopulmonary system and the general condition of the patient, his physical ability to perform the forced expiratory maneuver. And, consequently, the correlation with the tests of 

integrative indicators of ART EP in the main group, as a whole (without taking into account the severity of the process), seems to be explainable. Comparisons with the control group are also reliable. But after the patients 

were ranked according to the severity of the process, it turned out that that the correlation of the integrative test parameters with the 1st and 2nd stages of COPD is weak, and reliability was obtained only in patients with the 

third stage of COPD: OBI and FVC (r = 0.64; p = 0.0042), OBI and FEV1 (r = -0.73; p = 0.0032); FVC and RA (r = 0.52; p = 0.025), FEV1 and RA (r = 62, p = 0.038). The results obtained indicate that the integrative indicators of ART EP 

are not leading in the diagnosis of COPD and can only indirectly indicate a severe stage of COPD. Whereas private BIs (bronchi and lungs) showed a sufficient correlation with FEV1: bronchi (r = 0.60; p = 0.0023) and lungs (r = 

-0.56; p = 0.007), respectively. The BIL test correlated with such indicators of spirography as ROVid (r = -0.66; p = 0.007), FEV1 / VC (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), SOS OBI and FVC (r = 0.64; p = 0.0042), OBI and FEV1 (r = -0.73; p = 0.0032); 

FVC and RA (r = 0.52; p = 0.025), FEV1 and RA (r = 62, p = 0.038). The results obtained indicate that the integrative indicators of ART EP are not leading in the diagnosis of COPD and can only indirectly indicate a severe stage of 

COPD. Whereas private BIs (bronchi and lungs) showed a sufficient correlation with FEV1: bronchi (r = 0.60; p = 0.0023) and lungs (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), respectively. The BIL test correlated with such indicators of spirography as 

ROVid (r = -0.66; p = 0.007), FEV1 / VC (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), SOS OBI and FVC (r = 0.64; p = 0.0042), OBI and FEV1 (r = -0.73; p = 0.0032); FVC and RA (r = 0.52; p = 0.025), FEV1 and RA (r = 62, p = 0.038). The results obtained 

indicate that the integrative indicators of ART EP are not leading in the diagnosis of COPD and can only indirectly indicate a severe stage of COPD. Whereas private BIs (bronchi and lungs) showed a sufficient correlation with 

FEV1: bronchi (r = 0.60; p = 0.0023) and lungs (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), respectively. The BIL test correlated with such indicators of spirography as ROVid (r = -0.66; p = 0.007), FEV1 / VC (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), SOS that the integrative 

indicators of ART EP are not leading in the diagnosis of COPD and can only indirectly indicate a severe stage of COPD. Whereas private BIs (bronchi and lungs) showed a sufficient correlation with FEV1: bronchi (r = 0.60; p = 

0.0023) and lungs (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), respectively. The BIL test correlated with such indicators of spirography as ROVid (r = -0.66; p = 0.007), FEV1 / VC (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), SOS that the integrative indicators of ART EP are not 

leading in the diagnosis of COPD and can only indirectly indicate a severe stage of COPD. Whereas private BIs (bronchi and lungs) showed a sufficient correlation with FEV1: bronchi (r = 0.60; p = 0.0023) and lungs (r = -0.56; p 

= 0.007), respectively. The BIL test correlated with such indicators of spirography as ROVid (r = -0.66; p = 0.007), FEV1 / VC (r = -0.56; p = 0.007), SOS25-75 (r = -0.62; p = 0.0008). The results of cross-correlation of the bronchial 

organopreparation and spirography data are given as an illustrative example in table. 3.

Table 3
Cross-correlations of bronchial organopreparation and spirography indices
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Significant indicators are highlighted in bold

To identify the latent factors that have the strongest effect on the electroacupuncture model for 
diagnosing COPD, and to assess the contribution of each factor to it separately, a factor analysis of the 
ART EP data was carried out using the method of isolating the main components. After the rotation of 
factors in space by the "varimax" method, variables were selected (ART-tests) with loads of 0.7 and more. 
This stage made it possible to determine the internal structure of each factor and its main components - 
predictors (Table 4).

Table 4
Eigenvalues   of the identified factors in the group of COPD patients (Extraction method: method

main components)

The cumulative percentage of the total variance of the four selected factors will be 85.4%, that is, it is this 
proportion of the observed phenomenon that can be explained by the influence of these factors. After rotation, 
the greatest variance was distinguished by factor 1 (S = 9.357 - 36% of the total variance), which combines the 
indices of tests organopreparations of the bronchi (r = 0.917), chronic inflammation of the bronchi (r = 0.891) 
and lungs (r = 0.800), BIbr (r = 0.776), lung organopreparation (r = 0.709). Factor 2, explaining 18.7% of the total 
variance (S = 4.868), combines the results of the ART tests BIL (r = 0.859) and OBI (r = -840).
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The third place is taken by factor 3 (S = 4.271 - 16.4%). It consists of an indicator of pulmonary sclerosis (r = 
0.789). The structure of factor 4 was unexpected (S = 3.727 - 14.3%), the main load in it is the histamine of 
the bronchi (r = 0.831). This indicator confidently correlated only with the data of the anamnesis; with 
objective and functional data, a sufficient correlation was not obtained. Many patients (64.2%) had a 
history of episodes of allergic rhinitis and conjunctivitis, a burdened family history of allergic diseases, 
there were no significant cross-correlations with spirography data. Thus, the main tests for the diagnosis 
of COPD are organ preparation of the bronchi (r = 0.917), chronic inflammation of the bronchi (r = 0.891) 
and lungs (r = 0.800), BIBR (r = 0.776), organ preparation of the lungs (r = 0.709).

conclusions

1. The use of step-by-step statistical processing made it possible to identify the most significant
EP ART tests for the diagnosis of COPD,

2. The main test-preparations of EP ART are organopreparations of the bronchi and lungs,
morphological tests of the lungs and bronchi.

3. A reliable cross-correlation was obtained between the spirography indices and the EP data of ART.
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